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XXL - MODUL

Much Space and yet More Comfort 
for Very High Demands.

Separable: The XXL-Module possesses various room areas on a total length of 
approx. 12,5 metres. The presentation area is separable by a roller gate on a 
length of nearly 8 metres. With two separate entries, these rooms can be 
separated completely.

Light: Seven generously designed, shade-lite windows provide sufficient light.

Interior: The interior colours: yellow and blue, here supplemented by an 
attractive parquetry-floor imitation (PVC). Like in all the modules, an individual 
coloration is possible.

Air-Conditioning: A powerful heating unit – completed by a circulating-
air/ventilation unit and an air-conditioning unit – enables the operation at all 
seasons of the year.

Design: Along with built-in cupboards, you have various variation possibilities in 
the interior design.

Multimedia: The media equipment includes an audio unit, a PC, a beamer and 
TV/Video.

Aerial: A GMS-aerial unit and the pre-equipment for a WLAN net have already 
been installed.

SAT: On the rear part of the vehicle there is a fixing device incl. motor control 
for satellite aerials. This professional technique also enables SAT-transmissions 
along with the SAT-reception.

Energy Supply: A current distribution with an exterior connection of 400 Volt 
(32A/CEE) and/or 230 Volt enables a flexible application. There is the possibility 
of a self-supporting supply via an electric generator. Through an uninterruptible 
power supply (German: USV), a smooth operation is also ensured in critical 
situations.

Transport: Two 8-metre long flagstaffs can be taken with you. In the bottom area 
of the vehicle there is yet a storage case. On the rear of the vehicle, larger exhibits 
of great publicity value can be transported by means of extension rack.

Visualization: Nearly the entire module can be used as an advertising medium. 
With the digital-print special foil it is possible to advertise for your company even 
when travelling.

Colour: The basic colour of the module is silver-metal (RAL MAN 9036) – 
supplemented by your own advertisement on the outer surfaces.

Dimensions: Length: approx. 13 metres (this length is variable) – Width: approx. 
2.55 metres, with stairs approx. 3.50 metres – Heigh: 4 metres.

Weight: According to the equipment, the module weighs approx. 14 tons. To this 
must be added the weight of the towing vehicle of approx. 5 tons.

Installation Time: Normally, the installation time is between 25 and 50 
minutes.

Stand-by: For several operations – even at different locations – we offer 
favourable stand-by rents for your individually equipped module. This solution 
enables fast and reasonably-priced operations at any time.

World-Wide: On principle, our modules are employable throughout Europe. 
For operations outside Europe, please ask for individual offers.

Combination: We dispose of several modules which altogether provide a useful 
area of more than 170 square metres. They can be combined without any restric-
tions, and can be installed in T-, L- ore U- shape.

Selection: All marks of trucks can be used.

Service: In cooperation with the advertising division and agencies, we offer 
comprehensive assistance, e.g. when searching for a location, with the catering or 
the hostess service.

Kitchen: The separated kitchen area enables the catering for a larger number 
of participants. The kitchen consists of a sink incl. fresh-water & waste-water 
tank, gas stove, refrigerator, micro-wave, coffee-machine, water-boiler, toaster, 
dishes, cutlery and further inventory such as agreed on.

Hygienics: A bathroom unit with toilet, shower and washbasin provide for the 
hygiene.

Safety: The XXL-Module is equipped with advanced car technology for safety 
(ABS) and comfort (full-pneumatic shock absorption).

Control: The module is provided with a Europe-wide locating system. So you 
are able to order an online live-tracking via the Internet at fixed time intervals.

Network: A modern CAT5/T5/6-network cabling enables the connection of up 
to ten PC`s and/or printers and other IT-devices.

WLAN: With Wireless-LAN, a further area can be supplied with rapid 
Internet-accesses. In combination with a vehicle-crane, large areas can be 
integrated within the legal regulations (even without a permission!).

Rack: It is possible to install customer-specific components into a 19-inch rack 
located in the interior of the vehicle.


